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NECTAR DISTINCTIVES

Queen - $699 

King - $799

Cal King - $799

• Tencel cooling cover

• 11” thick mattress

•  Easy delivery in a rolled-compressed mattresses that

ships to your door

•  Two layers of Gel Memory Foam to circulate air,

distribute weight and contour

• Certified no ozone depleters, PBDEs, TDCPP, mercury or lead

PRICING

Twin - $399

Twin XL - $469

Full - $599

SIZE/ DIMENSIONS 

TWIN 39” x 75” x 11” 

TWIN XL 39” x 80” x 11” 

FULL 54” x 75” x 11” 

QUEEN 60” x 80” x 11” 

KING 76” x 80” x 11” 

CAL KING 72” x 84” x 11” 

WELCOME TO THE MOST  

COMFORTABLE MATTRESS
Slip into the bed of your dreams. NECTAR believes when it comes to 

your sleep, you should never compromise. Guided by innovative sleep 

science, NECTAR is designed with a Tencel cooling cover, 5 layers  

of premium memory foam, and contouring gel layers for the ideal 

combination of softness and support. It’s our mission to deliver one 

simple promise: The best sleep of your life, guaranteed.
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IT’S LIKE SLEEPING ON A CLOUD
We’ve taken the recent advances in mattress and fabric  

technology and run with them. Having figured out the  

optimal levels of firmness, coolness, breathability, and  

comfort, we put them all into one mattress, making it  

the best mattress you’ve ever slept on. Period.
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11 INCHES OF SLEEP  
PERFECTION

Absolutely no other rolled and  

compressed mattress product,  

delivered right to your door, has  

the 11” thickness combined with  

5 layers of of premium memory  

foam and topped off with a  

Tencel colling cover. NECTAR is 

shipped straight to your door  

so you can start enjoying the  

best sleep of your life without  

lifting a finger.

CERTIPUR-US® CERTIFIED

NECTAR is made with the very 

 best materials. No ozone depleters, 

PBDEs, TDCPP, mercury or lead. 

NECTAR is crafted using certified 

pure, hypoallergenic foams and  

only the highest quality materials. 

Rest assured that you and your  

loved ones will stay healthy and 

sleep better with NECTAR. 

TENCEL COOLING COVER

NECTAR’s Tencel cooling cover is  

more breathable, softer, and better  

at absorbing moisture than any  

premium cotton. While other  

memory foam beds sleep hot,  

our Tencel cooling cover ensures  

you’ll sleep cool night after night,  

for all four seasons. 

GEL MEMORY FOAM

Two layers of Gel Memory Foam  

help NECTAR circulate air, distribute 

weight and contour to your body. 

The layers work together with the 

supportive foundation layer and the 

softer top memory foam layer to  

provide the perfection balance of 

 soft and supportive rest.

Start Sleeping Right With  

Our Forever Warranty™

At NECTAR, we’ve aligned all our efforts  

around one simple promise:

The best sleep of your life, guaranteed.
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PRICING

NECTAR DISTINCTIVES

SIZE/ DIMENSIONS

Twin XL - $649

Full - $699

•  Fastest setup in the industry

•  Three zone massage

•   Head up and foot up  

•  

 

Wireless remote

 •  TV recline setting

•  Zero gravity setting

•  Three programmable memory setting

•  USB plugs for easy charging

TWIN XL 39” x 80” x 15” 

FULL 54” x 75” x 15”

QUEEN 60” x 80” x 15”

KING 76” x 80” x 15”

SPLIT KING 78” x 80” x 15” 

Queen - $799

King - $1,199

Split King - $1,298

THE NECTAR ADJUSTABLE  

FRAME
Elevate your bedroom experience and adjust your mattress to the 

position best suited for your needs. Stay in control of your sleep 

and enjoy the benefits of improved rest and customizable comfort.
 

Free Shipping 

& Returns

100 Night 

Home Trial

3 Year

Warranty

3
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PRICING

NECTAR DISTINCTIVES

SIZE/ DIMENSIONS

Twin XL - $200

Twin - $200

Full - $200

•  Strong and sturdy

•  Easy to make and move

•   Complete support

 

 

 

TWIN XL 39” x 80” x 7.5” 

TWIN  39” x 75” x 7.5” 

FULL 54” x 75” x 7.5”

QUEEN 60” x 80” x 7.5”

KING 76” x 80” x 7.5”

CAL KING 72” x 80” x 7.5” 

Queen - $250

King - $275

Cal King - $275

THE NECTAR FOUNDATION 

Made out of solid pine and natural spruce, we’re proud to offer you 

the perfect support for your new Nectar mattress. Designed and 

built to give you the best sleep of your life, guaranteed.

 

Free Shipping 

& Returns

100 Night 

Home Trial

Forever

Warranty
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PRICING

NECTAR DISTINCTIVES

SIZE/ DIMENSIONS

Nectar Pillow - $75

•  Pillow in pillow

•  Plush contouring memory foam

•   Visco-elastic memory foam

•  Dunlop latex

 

 

One Size - 17” x 29” 

THE NECTAR PILLOW  

 

More supportive than the old-fashioned feather pillows, we made 

the Nectar pillow with three types of premium foam. Notably our 

visco-elastic memory foam provides the perfect contour and 

comfort while the dunlop latex provides the rebound to perfectly 

support your body. 

One size definitely doesn’t fit all when it comes to your pillow 

purchase either, which is why the Nectar pillow comes overstuffed. 

Just take out the foam until it matches your preferred level of fluff. 

Make sure to hang on to that extra foam, too, just in case you’d like 

it more firm at some point down the line. We believe  adjust to 

your personal level of comfort. 
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WHY CHOOSE NECTAR?

NO MORE TOSSING AND TURNING

One of the best things about the NECTAR mattress  

is that it relieves pressure wherever you normally feel  

it the most. NECTAR is firm enough to support you,  

but soft enough to be gentle where you’re sensitive  

so you can wake up pain free!

NO MORE MOTION TRANSFER

With NECTAR, your sleep is protected from being  

disturbed by restless partners, kids, and pets.  

Our premium memory foams and considered  

design including powerful edge support means  

that the mattress absorbs movement throughout  

the night so you sleep soundly. 

NO MORE SLEEPING HOT

The combination of a Tencel cooling cover and  

2 layers of gel memory foam means that heat is  

diffused from the mattress. Breathable foams  

allow air flow through the mattress for an additional 

cooling system so you’ll never sleep hot again. 
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NECTAR 

HIGHLIGHTS / 

BENEFITS 365 NIGHT TRIAL

Trying a mattress in a store for 

a few minutes can’t help you 

determine if a mattress is right for 

the rest of your life. We believe 

you should sleep on a mattress all 

four seasons to decide if it’s right 

for you. We give you 365 risk-free 

nights on NECTAR. 

FOREVER WARRANTY

We stand by our product. That’s 

why we guarantee that NECTAR 

will be the most comfortable mat-

tress for as long as you own and 

use NECTAR. Our warranty is the 

strongest in the industry - it lasts 

Forever. We like to think of it like 

your sleep’s happily ever after.

WHITE GLOVE DELIVERY

NECTAR provides an optional 

white glove service which offers 

an easy set up of NECTAR in 

the bedroom of your choice, as 

well as removal of your existing 

mattress so you don’t have to lift 

a finger.

FREE SHIPPING  
AND RETURNS

We offer free shipping and  

returns right to your door. If  

you’re not 100% satisfied after  

your 365 night sleep trial, we’ll  

give you a full refund and come  

pick up your bed.  



SLEEP  

INTO

SOMETHING

MORE

COMFORTABLE


